Nascent RNA kinetics: Transient and steady state behavior of models of transcription.
Regulation of transcription is a vital process in cells, but mechanistic details of this regulation still remain elusive. The dominant approach to unravel the dynamics of transcriptional regulation is to first develop mathematical models of transcription and then experimentally test the predictions these models make for the distribution of mRNA and protein molecules at the individual cell level. However, these measurements are affected by a multitude of downstream processes which make it difficult to interpret the measurements. Recent experimental advancements allow for counting the nascent mRNA number of a gene as a function of time at the single-cell level. These measurements closely reflect the dynamics of transcription. In this paper, we consider a general mechanism of transcription with stochastic initiation and deterministic elongation and probe its impact on the temporal behavior of nascent RNA levels. Using techniques from queueing theory, we derive exact analytical expressions for the mean and variance of the nascent RNA distribution as functions of time. We apply these analytical results to obtain the mean and variance of nascent RNA distribution for specific models of transcription. These models of initiation exhibit qualitatively distinct transient behaviors for both the mean and variance which further allows us to discriminate between them. Stochastic simulations confirm these results. Overall the analytical results presented here provide the necessary tools to connect mechanisms of transcription initiation to single-cell measurements of nascent RNA.